ABSTRACT Caching at the edge of wireless networks is a promising means of alleviating the heavy burden of backhaul links and reducing the latency of transmission and handover in a cloud radio access network (C-RAN). Although some effective caching schemes have been introduced to C-RAN, most of them are not designed with consideration of both user mobility and video segment popularity, which have influence on the performance of wireless caching. Therefore, this paper investigates the above-mentioned two factors for a cache-enabled C-RAN, and proposes two proactive caching strategies that are based on user mobility only, and both user mobility and video segment popularity, respectively. We design a novel controller, which is able to fully utilize the computational and storage resources, and acts the role of cache decision making for the baseband unit pool and remote radio heads. Numerical simulation results demonstrate that the proposed schemes significantly outperform traditional strategies by 20% and 16% in terms of average data transmission delay and cache hit rate, respectively. INDEX TERMS User mobility, video segment popularity, proactive caching, C-RAN, caching management controller.
I. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide mobile video traffic attained a maximum of 7.2 EB/month at the end of 2016, representing about 60% of mobile data traffic globally, and it is predicted that over 75% of global mobile data traffic will be video content by 2021 [1] . This sharp increase in mobile video traffic is owing to the rapid development of online/mobile social media and mobile networks, where, in addition to video content generated by standard real-time and on-demand video streams. This burgeoning of data-intensive mobile video traffic requires that future 5G mobile networks include advanced capabilities for supporting high data traffic and low latency.
Cloud radio access network (C-RAN) is an industrialoriented cellular network architecture to handle the problems of capacity and coverage [2] - [4] . Based on the pooling and central cloud processing technology, the spectrum efficiency and operating flexibility in C-RAN are improved while reducing the BS room quantity, energy consumption, and the maintenance costs. Furthermore, benefit from the powerful computing capabilities and storage resources of the central cloud processor, C-RAN is a promising way to not only offload the high data traffic, but also learn the users' information such as content request distribution and mobility pattern by parsing through the massive data.
Caching is another effective means of addressing the sky-rocketing increase in bandwidth requirements resulting from data-intensive video streaming [5] , [6] . It has been extensively studied in numerous scenarios ranging from information-centric networks and social networks to conventional cellular networks [7] - [14] , while caching in C-RAN offers unique opportunities [2] , [15] . On the one hand, the function of the physical (PHY) layer, or even the functions of the medium access control (MAC) and radio link control (RLC) layers, can be implemented in remote radio heads (RRHs) to facilitate cache deployment on the RRHs. Therefore, the cache can be deployed not only in Base band Units (BBU), but also in RRHs. On the other hand, each RRH can retrieve cache contents directly from the BBU pool in a conjunct manner. It is because that common public radio interface (CPRI) links between RRHs and the BBU pool are all high-bandwidth and low-latency, and are suitable for user data transmission. Accordingly, the caching applied in C-RAN can be both hierarchical and cooperative. Recently, a cluster content caching scheme has been developed in [16] , and a hierarchical caching framework was designed in [17] - [19] . However, while these previously proposed caching schemes exploit the collaborative features of C-RAN, they assume fixed network topologies and ignore user mobility, and therefore cannot fully exploit the benefits of caching in C-RAN under realistic scenarios.
In addition, most studies assume that a user always watch a whole video file successfully. However, this is not guaranteed under various scenarios as follows:
(1) A video stream could break or stall due to the handover that occurs when a user moves from one access point (AP) to another;
(2) The resolution or bitrate of a video will be down due to the lower modulation and coding scheme when users are away from BS; (3) The video is considered tedious. Generally, a single video file is composed of many continuous segments, and some specific rules of video requests are as follows:
(1) Users start watching from the beginning of a video; (2) Users always request the next segment of the current video file or the first segment of another video file after watching the current segment.
Therefore, we propose two proactive caching strategies for video streaming in C-RAN. In contrast to most of the existing works on video caching which only consider the fixed network topologies and the popularity of different video files, we do not only consider the cooperative and hierarchical caching between the edge-cache in the RRHs and the cloudcache in the BBU pool, but also consider the user mobility and video segment popularity. By taking full advantage of the co-processing and resource scheduling capabilities of C-RAN and deploying proper caches in RRHs and BBU pool, the proposed caching schemes can reduce the average access latency efficiently.
To fully exploit the benefits of caching in C-RAN under realistic scenarios, there are several important challenges that need to be addressed. First, the unknown user mobility makes the cache placement problem difficult. The impact of user mobility on the content caching at different cells should be quantified, and the questions of what and where to place the contents among the cache nodes should be addressed. Second, the video segment popularity makes the cache placement problem more complicated. Due to the enormous number of video file segments, the overhead and complexity of cache management algorithms need to be considered carefully. In summary, the novelty and technical contributions of this work are as follows.
• We propose a proactive caching strategy named MAPCache, which aims to minimize the average transmission delay when user mobility is considered. The probability that a user visits a specific cell is introduced in the computation of transmission latency.
• We propose a proactive caching strategy named MAPPCache, which aims to further minimize the average transmission delay when both user mobility and video segment popularity are considered. The video segment popularity is derived as a Markov process.
• We construct a cache management controller (CMC) in the BBU pool to obtain the probability of user mobility, user request information, and the bandwidth of the BBU pool or individual RRH. The CMC seeks to fully utilize the computational resources to solve the optimization problems rapidly, and accurately manage the caching of data and the replacement of cache resources.
• Numerical simulation results demonstrate that the proposed MAPCache and MAPPCache strategies provide significantly improved transmission latency and cache hit rate performances relative to conventional caching strategies. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we review the present contribution in light of related studies. In Section III, the system cache model is presented first; secondly, the models of user mobility and video segment popularity are shown; subsequently, the CMC is designed and its structure and functions are described. In Section IV, two average transmission latency problems are formulated, and the methods of solution as well as the process flows are described. The numerical simulation results are presented in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI, and discuss future directions for research briefly.
II. RELATED WORK A. CACHING CONSIDERING USER MOBILITY
Some reported caching schemes have considered user mobility. A greedy caching strategy was proposed along with a specific message flow design [20] . The strategy aimed to cache a given content object in all potentially neighboring proxy servers, and user-specific content was always cached, provided sufficient cache space was available. An evolved packet core (EPC) cache decision algorithm based on congestion pricing was developed [21] . This algorithm employed predicted user mobility probability information to cache userspecific content near the projected new location to reduce data access time. In a caching strategy applied in named data networking, the probability of user mobility was predicted by a Markov chain mobility model [22] . Yet, in all these works, the caching schemes have not reflected the specific features of C-RAN and cannot be used in C-RAN.
There are also some papers considered user mobility under C-RAN. For example, A mobility-aware coded caching provisioning strategy, Mobee, is proposed [23] , and aims to minimize the total energy consumption of the VOLUME 6, 2018 network comprising the transport and the caching energy consumptions. A caching framework is proposed for offloading the backhaul and fronthaul loads in a C-RAN system [24] , and an optimization problem is formulated seeking to maximize the average effective capacities, but it uses a long-term prediction model, which is different from ours. Again, unlike these previous work, we focus more on designing a cache strategy to meet the low latency requirement of video streaming.
B. CACHING CONSIDERING VIDEO POPULARITY
A number of prior studies have investigated the means of ranking or measuring the popularity of video content. The Zipf distribution was first applied to ranking the popularity of video files [25] . Video popularity was predicted based on historical social information [26] . A New popularity pattern of mobile video requests were obtained by using realworld data sets containing 50 million trace items from nearly 2 million users viewing more than 0.3 million unique videos using mobile devices in a metropolis in China over two weeks [27] . The fact that video contents in reality have skewed popularity was considered, and how the distribution of the content popularity affects network capacity was evaluated [28] . These video popularity ranking have also been employed to a small extent in caching applications. An adaptive video popularity tracking algorithm was proposed for dynamic content caching in radio access networks [29] . However, the above video popularity ranking methodologies are based on static distributions, and rely heavily on historical data, which represent assumptions that may not be appropriate for mobile networks.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. C-RAN CACHE MODEL
A C-RAN with two layers of caching system is illustrated in Fig.1 , which includes a BBU pool with a CMC to manage the cloud cache, and a set R = {1, 2, . . . , r, . . . , R} of R RRHs with their individual edge cache connected to the BBU pool via low-latency, high-bandwidth fronthaul links. A set U = {1, 2, . . . , u, . . . , U } of U users are served by the RRHs. A set F = {1, 2, . . . , f , . . . , F} of F video files are stored in the origin server, and a video file is composed a set K = {1, 2, . . . , k, . . . , K } of K continuous segments. For simplicity, we consider that the segments are of equivalent size, which is denoted by SEG size .
To accommodate the discussed variety of cooperative caching solutions involving the PHY layer or MAC and RLC layers in future 5G networks, we assume that an edge-cache with capacity of C R bytes, denoted by C r , is deployed in each RRH. A cloud cache denoted by C b is deployed in the BBU pool. The capacity of C b is C B bytes, and C B is usually much greater than C R . The users can fetch required video segments either from RRH directly, or from BBU pool to offload the traffic and reduce the transmission delay of both the fronthaul and backhaul. If there are no required video segments cached in RRH or BBU pool, the users FIGURE 1. Cloud-based radio access network (C-RAN) cache model, including a pooled baseband units (BBU pool) with a cache management controller (CMC) to manage the cloud cache, remote radio heads (RRHs) with their individual edge cache, and users moving from one RRH to another. t S and t B denote the average latency incurred when transferring a file from the origin server to BBU pool cache, and from the BBU pool cache to RRH via fronthaul link, respectively, and the latency of serving a request directly by accessible RRH r cache is denoted by t r ,u .
should obtain it from content server. In this cache enabled C-RAN system, although the respective coverage areas of RRHs may overlap, we assume that a user can be served by only one single RRH at the same time.
In our model, we denote by B r,u and γ r,u the bandwidth and the average signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of user u in its associated RRH r. V B and V S present the total data rate of fronthaul (between RRHs and BBU pool) and of backhaul (between BBU pool and source server), respectively. V B and V S are known beforehand, and B r,u can be estimated by cache management controller, which will be described in III.D.
Inspired by [17] , [24] , and [30] , we denote by t S and t B the average latency incurred when transferring a file from the origin server to BBU pool cache, and from the BBU pool cache to RRH via fronthaul link, respectively, and the latency of serving a request directly by accessible RRH r cache is denoted by t r,u . The definitions of them are as follows.
In practice, t S and t B are usually much greater than t r,u [17] , [30] . Therefore, the average latency serving a request video data directly by accessible RRH cache, the BBU pool cache and the content server can be approximately represented as t r,u , t B and t S , respectively.
B. USER MOBILITY MODEL
Considering that the users could move from one RRH to another over time and their mobile patterns are not exactly clear, the user's next location and consequently the next associated RRH should be predicted precisely for FIGURE 2. Illustration of the framework of Cache Management Controller (CMC) in C-RAN. It includes a mobility estimator to predict the mobile probability of user, a bandwidth estimator to estimate the available bandwidth for each RRH, and a cache scheduler for placing and replacing the video data. A User-RRH Mobile Probability Table ( URMPT) and a User Video-Segment-Requests Table ( UVSRT) are also maintained in it.
efficient caching. To address this issue, we adopt a Markov chain mobility model called n-MMC [31] which has been demonstrated to provide a higher prediction accuracy than conventional Markov chain mobility models.
We divide the time into multiple time slots, the recent locations that users have visited over previous some slots are recorded. In each time slot, we estimate the probability of user u moving to the coverage area of RRH r at the next time slot, which is denoted by q r,u , based on the records and the transition matrix of the n-MMC. We note that the speed of user affects the precision of user location probability estimation, and the average speed of users is set to 1.2 m/s.
In our model, the caching strategies in BBU pool and RRHs are related to the user mobility. For example, if user u is serving by RRH i at time slot τ , and there is a 70% and a 30% possibility to move to RRH j and RRH j at time slot τ + 1, respectively, the proactive cached proportion of next potential required video data should be different in RRH j, RRH j and BBU pool.
C. VIDEO SEGMENT POPULARITY MODEL
In our model, the popularity distribution of video files is followed Zipf distribution [32] . We denote by Z (f ) the popularity distribution which can be computed as follows:
where α is the parameter of the Zipf distribution. Here, we employ α = 0.8 in the numerical simulations according to a past study of a video on demand (VoD) service [33] . According the analysis of video requirements in section I, the user would watch the successive video segment or change to another new video at the next time slot. Therefore, we consider not only the popularity of video files which follows the Zipf distribution, but also the popularity of different video segments. In this paper, the video segment popularity model is derived from a Markov process [34] , and P u,f ,k denotes the probability of a user u requesting for segment k of video f .
The P u,f ,k is calculated as in Algorithm 1. We denote by θ and 1 − θ the probability of requesting the next segment of the current watching video file and the probability of requesting the first segment of another video file, respectively, where θ is a number larger than zero and less than 1. The initial state of user requirement is denote by . A Markov state transition matrix H can be obtained by these parameters together with K , F, and Z (f ) (step 1), and the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of H can be calculated. Afterwards, the corresponding coefficients can be obtained further by the , eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of H (step 2, 3). Finally, we can obtain the P u,f ,k by the acquired steady state (step 4,5).
D. CACHE MANAGEMENT CONTROLLER (CMC)
To fully utilize the computational resources and solve the optimization problems rapidly, we design a Cache Management Controller (CMC) in BBU pool. As shown in Fig.2 , it mainly includes the following modules:
(1) Mobility Estimator. The module records the motion trajectory of the user through the signal strength or other VOLUME 6, 2018 information, and predicts the probability of user moving to a candidate RRH with n-MMC model. A User-RRH Mobile Probability Table ( (2) Bandwidth Estimator. According to the URMPT and the history request information, the module calculates each available bandwidth B r,u and estimates all the video versions and segments to be requested. The total data size to be cached for each user is computed according to the current request information.
(3) User Video-Segment-Requests Table (UVSRT) . UVSRT records the index of video segments requested by users at the current slot, and it can be used to estimate the bandwidth and affect the caching decision.
(4) Cache Scheduler. The module is primarily responsible for placing the data to be cached and replacing the cached data. The caching decision is based on the algorithm proposed in this paper. When the cache space is less than a threshold, the cache replacement is started up by the least commonly used algorithm (LFU).
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Considering the actual needs of moving users to watch high resolution video continuously and smoothly, we can distribute video content from remote video server to the BBU pool and/or candidate RRHs ahead of the user association, so that the video content required by a mobile user will be immediately available when it moves into a new cell. To realize the envisioned joint collaborative caching and processing in a C-RAN network, we now formulate the optimization problems that aims at minimizing the total delay of serving all the video requests. This section presents two optimization problems and two heuristic caching schemes.
A. MAPCACHE
We denote by x r,u,f and x B,u,f the fraction of the file f cached in the RRH r and the BBU pool to overall data requested by user u during one time slot, respectively. If user u will be served by RRH r by mobility probability q r,u , we can get P r,u , the probability of serving video file f directly by accessible RRH r for user u, with (5) . Similarly, the probability of serving video file f by BBU pool and content server,which are denoted by P B and P S , respectively, are shown in (6) and (7).
Aiming to minimize the average transmission latencyT of the network, the following function is formulated. 
If we put (5), (6) and (7) 
where T 0 and T 1 are presented as follows.
T 0 and T 1 are the terms in (9) that depend on the optimization variables. Therefore, the objective function can be translated into the following functions. 
where N r denote the data size that can be obtained from RRH r during one time slot, which is the product of B r,u and τ . Similarly, N B represents the data size that can be obtained from BBU pool during one time slot. N u is the requested data size in one time slot. The constraints in (12b) and (12c) represent that the data to be cached of all users in a single RRH or the BBU pool cannot exceed the whole cache storage of the RRH or BBU pool. The constraint in (12d) represents that, for each user, the sum of cached data on the RRHs and the BBU pool should be no greater than the total requested data size. Finally, the constraints in (12e) and (12f) represent that the cached data size in a single RRH or the BBU pool for a user cannot exceed the requested data size.
Similar to [35] , the cache-placement optimization problem in (12a) is NP-complete. To avoid the NP-hardness, we divide the entire C-RAN into several independent sets, where only a few RRHs and users are included in each set, and design a low-complexity MAPCache scheme to get a suboptimal solution which can be implemented in a practical system.
As shown in Algorithm 2, At the beginning of every time slot, we estimate the user mobility first (step 3). Afterwards, a matrix for linear inequality constraints A, a linear objective function vector ε and a vector for linear inequality constraints b are computed by N r , N B , and the estimated q r,u (step 4, 5). Subsequently, the coarse caching data x r,u,f and x B,u,f are determined by A, ε and b (step 6). Given that different users may request the same video file, we refine the caching for u = 1 : U ; u = 1 : U ; u = u do 8: Seek the UVSRT ; end if 13: end for 14: if Cache storage is full then 15: Replace data with LFU 16: end if 17: Cache x r,u,f and x B,u,f 18: end while data by searching the UVSRT table (step 7-12). After that, the remaining cache space of RRH and BBU pool is computed and the LFU algorithms will start up if the cache storage is full (step [13] [14] [15] [16] . Finally, the data is cached (step 17).
Remark 1 (Complexity of Algorithm 2):
We use the simplex algorithm to compute x r,u,f and x B,u,f . When solving a medium-scale LP problem with the simplex algorithm, if the problem has m constraint equations and n variables (n > m), the number of iterations is expected to be α m , where e α < log 2 (2 + n m ), and the expected calculation complexity is O(m 2 n). Consequently, the complexity for computing x r,u,f and x B,u,f at one cache decision period can be represented by O((RF + F + UF) 2 (RUF + UF)), as there are (RF + F + UF) constraint equations and (RUF + UF) variables in Algorithm 2. For merging x r,u,f and x B,u,f , it takes O(U 2 ) iterations, as shown in Line 7 of Algorithm 2.
B. MAPPCACHE
To make cache decision more precisely, we consider the video segment popularity together with user mobility in the following model. We denote by C r,f ,k and B f ,k the binary variable indicating whether the k-th segment of video file f is cached or not in the RRH r and in the BBU pool, respectively, where 1 indicates that the content is cached and 0 indicates otherwise. To user u, the transmission delay from RRHs, the BBU pool and the content server are denoted by T R u , T B u , T S u , which are defined as follows.
The total transmission delay function of user u can be formulated as follows:
We then construct the following function to obtain a minimum average transmission delay for all users.
Unfortunately, this represents a very large and nonlinear system, such that the above optimization is an NP-hard problem, and a feasible solution cannot be obtained directly. To address this issue, we simplify the objective function by omitting ( r∈R C r,f ,k == 0) from the function, and the original problem is transformed into a 0-1 LP problem.
A heuristic algorithm named MAPPCache is given as Algorithm 3 to manage the problem. Initially, the user mobility, the transition matrix of video requirement and the video segment popularity are computed (step 1). There are a lot of solvers, such as ip_solve, CPLEX, mixed integer LP (MILP) and yalmip, etc, to solve the 0-1 LP problem. We use CPLEX which is more suitable for large-scale variables and is faster than other methods to determine the cache data (step 3). To save more caching resources and cache more video segments, each video segment is either cached in RRH or in BBU, and caching in RRH is prior (step 4-9). After that, the LFU algorithm starts up (step 10-12). Finally, the data is cached (step 13). 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed MAPCache and MAPPCache algorithms. We simulate a C-RAN with at least 5 RRHs and a BBU pool, and the RRHs are distributed over a 500m×500m area. More than 50 mobile users are uniformly distributed and moved within the coverage areas of the RRHs. Considering that users may watch different versions of a single video file or different video files, the established data sizes to be cached are different for different users. t B is set VOLUME 6, 2018 Compute C r,f ,k and D f ,k using CPLEX; 4: Merge the cache content;
5:
end if 9: end for 10: if Cache storage is full then 11: Replace data with LFU 12: end if 13: Cache C r,f ,k and D f ,k 14: end while to 30 ms, and t S = 10t B , which is consistent with actual network conditions. The total cache storage of RRH and BBU pool are 2 Gigabytes and 20 Gigabytes, respectively. V B and V S are set to 320 Mbps and 640 Mbps, respectively. The highest video resolution is 1920×1080 and the maximum compressed video data rate is set to 4 Mbps. The versions (different resolutions and video bit rates) of a video can be adjusted automatically at different time slots based on network conditions or it can be changed manually by the user. No cache space is occupied at the beginning, and caching decisions are made every time slot τ = 10s. The simulation configurations are listed in TABLE 1. We simulate the algorithms on a 64 bit Windows desktop with two 2.26GHz CPUs and 8GB memory, and the running time is about 3.127 seconds with 15,000 variables. Therefore, the caching scheme can be adjusted timely in the caching decision cycle.
The proposed MAPCache and MAPPCache schemes are compared with the greedy algorithm, EPC algorithm [21] and Octopus [17] , [35] , which are three commonly employed cache algorithms. The greedy algorithm first caches data to each RRH according to estimated user mobility, and then caches data to the BBU pool when insufficient space is available in the RRHs. The EPC algorithm bases caching decisions on the congestion price. The Octopus algorithm considers the cooperative and hierarchical features of caching in C-RAN, but the mobility property is not applied. It should be noted that all these caching algorithms conduct caching replacement with the LFU algorithm. The performance metrics used for evaluation are given as follows.
(i) Average latency [ms]: the average delay of video content traveling from the caches or the source server to a requesting user.
(ii) Cache hit rate: we define N hit as the number of cache hits during window w, and N req as the request number during window w. We evaluate the performance of cache hit rate using the average hit ratio (AHR) [33] , defined by
A higher AHR indicates that the number of video segment requests are more directly downloaded from the caches over a succession of L time windows of length w, and consequentially reduce the average response time.
A. AVERAGE LATENCY PERFORMANCE
The average transmission latency of the four algorithms with respect to t S , C B , and U is presented respectively in Fig.3(a) , Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) . We note that MAPCache and MAPPCache always achieves an obviously superior average latency performance under all the conditions considered in Fig.3 . In Fig.3(a) , the average transmission delay for all algorithms increases with increasing t S , as expected. The average latency of MAPCache and MAPPCache is less than the other three's owing to their superior consideration of user mobility and video segment popularity. In addition, Fig.3(b) shows that the average transmission delay of the five algorithms decreases with increasing C B size. The average transmission delay of the MAPPCache algorithm is only 44ms at C B = 20 GB, which is almost 20% less than the Octopus algorithm. Finally, Fig.3(c) shows that the average transmission delay significantly increases with increasing U for all algorithms. The reason is that the available cache space that can be assigned to each user will decrease with the increasing number of users, and a greater proportion of requested data should be fetched from the source server directly. Nevertheless, the MAPCache and MAPPCache algorithms provide a lower average latency compared to those of the Octopus, greedy and EPC algorithms. Here, we note that the average transmission delay of the MAPPCache algorithm is 12% less than MAPCache algorithm, and is 28% less than EPC algorithms when U = 50. Furthermore, the average transmission delay of the MAPPCache algorithm is still 9% less than that of the EPC algorithm when U = 150. Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) present the cache hit rate of the five algorithms with respect to C B and U , respectively. We note that the MAPCache and MAPPCache algorithms always achieve an obviously superior cache hit rate under all the conditions considered in Fig.4 . In Fig.4(a) , the cache hit rate of all algorithms increases with increasing C B . When the cache capacity is small (10GB), the cache hit rate of the proposed algorithms is almost 1.16 times that of the traditional algorithms. When the cache capacity increases to 20GB, the cache hit rate of the five algorithms becomes closer, but the cache hit rate of the proposed algorithms is still 6% higher than that of the traditional algorithms. We note from Fig.4(b) that, while the cache hit rate decreases dramatically with increasing U , the cache hit rate of the MAPPCache algorithms is the highest among the four algorithms.
B. CACHE HIT RATE PERFORMANCE
Given that the resolution of video and the size of video segments will be adjusted in different channel environments, the cache hit rate of the two proposed algorithms with respect VOLUME 6, 2018 to C B for different video segment sizes is presented in Fig.5 . It is shown that the cache hit rate increases with increasing C B , and decreases with increasing video segment size. the MAPPCache outperforms the MAPCache at all video segment sizes considered. According to these results, it can be concluded that the MAPPCache algorithm can provide better performance in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) wireless environments.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed two caching schemes inherently suited to the unique hierarchical and cooperative caching opportunities associated with C-RAN. The first scheme considered user mobility to propose the MAPCache algorithm. The second scheme considered both user mobility and video segment popularity to develop the MAPPCache algorithm. A CMC was designed in the BBU pool to fully utilize the computational and storage resources of the network. Rigorous numerical simulations verified that the proposed MAPCache and MAPPCache algorithms yielded a lower average transmission latency and higher cache hit rate than three commonly employed caching algorithms. In addition, the simulation results verified that the proposed MAPPCache algorithm is better than the proposed MAPCache algorithm. In the best case, the average transmission latency of the MAPPCache algorithm was 20% less than those of the other algorithms, and the cache hit rate is 16% greater than that of the other algorithms. In future work, we will consider other video data characteristics in caching algorithms for C-RAN, such as the hierarchical encoding of video files, the correlation of video streams, and the motion prediction of virtual reality video content.
